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Ada counter height range

901.1 Dimensions.  Provisions of Chapter 9 must apply where Chapter 2 or place is referenced by a requirement in this document. 902 Surface Food and Work Surface 902.1 General.  The surface of food and work surface will comply with 902.2 and 902.3. Exceptions: Surface Food and Surface Work for child use must be allowed to comply with 902.4. 902.1
General Counselor. Surface meals include, but are not limited to, bars, tables, lunch counts, and goats. Examples of work surfaces include written surfaces, study tires, student lab stations, switching and other tables or fixes for personal room, stamp count, and places covered by the ABA's affinity work station, staff work station. 902.2 Clear Floor or Ground
Space.  They're given a clear floor space to comply with the 305 positioned for a forward approach.  They're given the knee and knee to clearly comply with the 306. Height 902.3.  The tops of surface feed and work surface will be 28 inches (710 mm) minimum with 34 inches (865 mm) maximum above the finish floor or ground. 902.4 Surface Food and
Surface Work for Children's Use.  Accessible surface and work surfaces for child use must comply with 902.4%. Exceptions: The Surface Food and Work Surfaces used mainly by 5-year-old children and younger do not have to comply with 902.4 where a clear floor or space compliant with 305% is positioned for a given parallel approach. 902.4.1 Clear floor
or ground space.  A floor space will be provided to clearly comply with 305 positioned forward approaches to be provided.  They're given knee and clearance up to comply with 306, except that there are knee clearance 24 inches (610 mm) minimum above the finish floor or the ground will be allowed. 902.4.2 Height.  The tops of tables and counts will be 26
inches (660 mm) minimum and 30 inches (760 mm) maximum above the finish floor or ground. 903 Benches 903.1 Gen.  Benches will comply with the 903. 903.2 Clear Floor or Ground Space.  Floor key or space has been compliant with 305 to be positioned and will be positioned at the end of the bench seat with parallel with short axle of the bench.903.3
Size.  Benches must have places that are 42 inches (1065 mm) long minimum with 20 inches (510 mm) minimum abyss and 24 inches (610 mm) maximum abyss. 903.4 Back Support.  The bench will provide for back support or will be posted to a wall.  Return support will be 42 inches (1065 mm) long minimum and will extend from a 2 inch to 2 points (51
mm) maximum above the seat surface to an inch 18 points (455 mm) minimum above the seat surface.  Return support will be 21/2 inches (64 mm) maximum from the rear edge of the seat to measure horizontally. Advisor 903.4 Back Support.  To help in transferring to the bench, consider donated bars grab to an adjacent wall of the bench, but not on the
bench Back.  If given, tougher bars cannot prevent transferring to the bench. Figure 903.4 Bench Back Support 903.5% Height.  The top of the bench seat surface will be 17 inches (430 mm) minimum and 19 inches (485 mm) maximum above the finish floor or ground. 903.6 Structural strength.  The stresses that allow not to be exceeded for material are used
when a vertical or horizontal strength of 250 pounds (1112 N) applies at any point on the seats, faster, inline devices, or supported structures. 903.7 Wet Location.  Where installed in wet locations, the surface of the seat will slide resistant and won't accumulate water. 904 Check-Out Aisles and Sales and Counting Services 904.1 General.  Checking aisles
and sales and service counts will comply with applicable requirements of 904. 904.2 Approach.  All portions of the count needed to comply with 904 must be located adjacent to a market surface to comply with 403. Mentor 904.2 Approach.  Whether to provide a cash registration to sales or counter services, locate the account accessible close to the cash
register so that someone using a wheel seat is visible to sales or personal service and to minimize the arrival for a person with a disability. 904.3 Check-Out Aisles.  Check aisis will comply with 904.3. 904.3.1 Aisle.  Aisles will comply with the 403. 904.3.2 Counter.  The contac's surface height will be 38 inches (965 mm) maximum above the finished floor or
ground.  The top of the counter edge protection will be 2 inches (51 mm) maximum above the top of the counter surface on the aisle side of the check-out counter. Figure 904.3.2 Check-Out Aisle Counters 904.3.3 Check Surface Writing.  Where given, checking the surface of the writing will comply with 902.3. 904.4 Sales and Counting Services.  Commercial
counting and service counts will comply with 904.4.1 or 904.4.2.  The accessible portion of the counter top will extend the developer the same as the sales or counter service headers. EXCEPTION: In change, when the disposition of a counter complys with 904.4 would cause a reduction in the number of existing counts of work stations or a reduction in the
number of existing mail boxes, The counter must allow to have a portion that is 24 inches (610 mm) long to comply with 904.4.1 given that the floor requires clear or space centered over the accessible length of the counter. Figure 904.4 (Exception) Sales Alternatives and service count 904.4.1 Parallel Approach.  A portion of the counter surface that is 36
inches (915 mm) long minimum with 36 inches (915 mm) high maximum above the finish floor must be provided.  A key floor or space was to comply with 305 must be positioned for a parallel approach adjacent to the 36 inches (915 mm) minimum length of counter. EXCEPTION: Where the counter surface provides is smaller than 36 inches (915 mm) long,
counter surface will be 36 inches (915 mm) high maximum above the finish floor. 904.4.2 Forward Approach.  A portion of the counter surface that is 30 inches (760 mm) long minimum with 36 inches (915 mm) high maximum must be provided.  The knee and margot spaces comply with 306 under the counter.  A key floor or space compliant with 305 is
positioned for a forward approach to the counter. 904.5 Food Service Lines.  Count of food service lines to be compliant with 904.5%. 904.5.1 Rack self-service with dispensary device.  Self-service shelters and dispensary devices for tableware, dish, conditions, food and beverages must comply with 308. 904.5.2 Tray Slides.  The tops of the sliding tray will
be 28 inches (710 mm) minimum with 34 inches (865 mm) maximum above the finish floor or ground. 904.6 Security Glasing.  Where count or window says there are separate iced security windows from the public, they're providing a method to facilitate their voice communication. Phone menset device, if provided, complies with 704.3. Security Advisor 904.6
Glasing.  Listening devices comply with 706 can facilitate voice communication in counts or windows telling where security is encouraged to distort in odib information. Where listening devices are installed, where signs comply with 703.7.2.4 to identify such installations that are so equipped.  Other voice communication methods include, but are not limited to,
grilling, flat, talk-via coffee, intercontrol, or phone sleeve devices. Sales and Count Services When Sales or Counting services are provided, counting must be accessible, if doing so is conveniently achieved. This access is an important part of receiving the goods and services offered by a business. In counts that have a cash register, a section of counter at
least 36 inches long and no more than 36 inches above the floor will make the counter accessible. This provides a lowered surface where goods and services and money can change. An alternative solution is to provide a nearby subsidious counter. photo - view in an accessible counter with a cash register. People using an electrical pull parallel scooter in the
counter and the cashier will exchange money with the customer. Note: Accessible reversal is at least 36 long and no more than 36% above the floor Provides a 30 by 48% front space sales or service counter to accommodate a wheel seat or electric scooter in sales and service count, such as ticketing count, say stations at a bank, registration counts at
hotels and motels, and other counts where merchandise or services are sold or distribute a counter that is at least 36 inches long and no more than 36 inches above the floor laying the counter It is also possible to provide a nearby subsidiary counter or to use a folding shelf or area in the next counter, if doing so is easily achieved. In addition to having a
maximum height of 36 inches, all sales accessible and service count must have a clear floor space ahead of the accessible surface that allows a customer using a wheel seat to pull together. This space is at least 30 inches by 48 inches and can be parallel or perpendiculer in the counter. It is also connected to the accessible route that connects to accessible
entries and other areas of the business where goods or services are provided. If you can't provide an accessible sales or service account or nearby auxiliary account, such as a table or office, you can provide a clip board or chart it will be for use until they can implement a more permanent solution. Aisles Creditor, as in a grocery store, has different
conditions. An accessible checkout crisis should provide a minimum of a 36-inch wide access and it should be identified by a sign with the international symbol of access to ride on the alert. The counter adjacent to the checkout is accessible to have a maximum height of 38 inches. If given a lips skin between the counter and the clay checklist, its maximum
height is 40 inches. The number of accessible aisles is needed depending on the total number of checkout aircraft provided. For example, if one of the four aisles is provided, then at least one should be accessible. If more than five to eight aisis are given, then two accessible aisles are required. Each type of checkout, including express lines, must have an
accessible checkout alert. The ADA Standards for Accessible Design provides detailed information about the requirements for checkout aisles and for sales and counting services. (page 12) Serving Counters Where food or drinks are served at counts and the counter height is more than 34 inches above the floor, providing a lower section of the counter
serves at least 60 inches long and no more than 34 inches is making the counter accessible. If it's not conveniently realized to make the counter accessible, a business can serve the items in nearby accessible tables, if easily accessible. When it is not conveniently realized to provide an accessible reversal or bar area or service of accessible tables in the
same area, then a business should provide services in an alternative way, if doing so is easily achieved. This can include offerings to help the customer by moving items to an accessible counter or to their board in another area. photo - employees serving articles on a lowered counter. caption – Lowering serving counter provides an accessible space to
select and receive food items. Note: Doors under counter can open provide required knee clearance when clients feed into the counter. Restaurant Auto-Service Services and a Line of Food Services provides proper maneuver space for a person using a approach wheel chair and moves to the line, if doing so is easily achieved. A minimum width of 36 inches
should be provided with a 42 inch width preferred, if conveniently achieved. If the line changes direction, such as an 180 degree turn, an extra space is turned needed. An alternative solution, to an existing facility, is to provide an accessible route around the queuing area. If self service requirements, vessels, or tablets are provided, then they should be
located with no higher than 54 inches if a side reach is possible or 48 inches towards an advance reach (see Section 4.2 of the ADA Standards for Accessible Design). If it is not conveniently realized to provide these items in a location that is accessible, a business can provide employee assistance, if doing so is conveniently achieved. photo - people using a
scooter pull along with a rack that was installed provide accessible conditions. Caption – Lowered shelves are provided for item condition. Note: Lowered shelves were added to provide an accessible surface for preparing coffee. Coffee.
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